Three-dimensional (3D) Panoramic ultrasound imaging is a Virtual Navigator option which allows the acquisition of ultrasound (US) volumes of Doppler signals, then it merges them together to obtain a panoramic volume dataset of the full scanned area. This technology can also be used for the fusion imaging between a 3D Panoramic US dataset and a second imaging modality as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) or Computed Tomography (CT). In the present work Virtual Navigator 3D Panoramic technology was applied to the transcranial district, where hemodynamic data provided by 3D US scans of Power Doppler signals were fused with the anatomical brain MRI data. A Motion Control Sensor enabled correction of the examined subject's movements, even after the Virtual Navigator registration procedure. In vitro tests for the Motion Compensation technology precision measurement and in vivo tests for the feasibility of the fusion of 3D Panoramic US Power Doppler data with anatomical MRI are provided as well.
Introduction
The present work describes the use of Virtual Navigator 3D Panoramic Imaging (Pan) technology in transcranial application: 3D scans of brain vessels were acquired by real time freehand, tracked ultrasound (US) Power Doppler (PWD) technology and then optionally merged with MRI brain volumes. The procedure was enhanced by Motion Compensation (MC) technique using a Motion Control Sensor (MCS), which corrected possible subject's movements, for his increased comfort and at the same time a sonographer's comfort and easier US scanning. US Color Doppler (CD) or PWD investigation of the cerebral vessels is widely used in daily practice [1] . Moreover, studies about fusion imaging procedure between real time US and MRI imaging modalities are already present in literature [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In those articles the hemodynamic information provided by US CD or PWD is simultaneously fused with the highly detailed anatomical volume data, obtained with MRI or Computed Tomography (CT) scan. Furthermore, in those studies US examination was two-dimensional (2D), enabling the hemodynamic US info to enrich the 3D MRI volume dataset on a single plane a time. The present work wants to show the potential of real-time free-hand tracked tridimensional PWD acquisitions, optionally fused with previously acquired MRI brain volumes to obtain a panoramic and complete 3D brain view, where highly detailed whole brain anatomy from MRI is matched with real time targeted hemodynamics. The re-synchronization precision of the MC technique was measured in vitro by using a proper multimodality phantom and its Virtual Navigator 3D Pan fused with the previously acquired CT volume dataset.
Methods
Three healthy volunteers underwent examination of cerebral vessels by an US system (MyLabTwice, Esaote, Genova, Italy) equipped with Virtual Navigator technology and a MRI brain scan by a 1.5 Tesla scanner (Magnetom Avanto, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), with a Proton Density (PD) turbo spin echo sequence. MRI volume dataset was optionally registered to the US space; furthermore the MC was driven by a MCS fixed to the volunteer's forehead. Virtual Navigator PWD 3D Pan acquisition of head vessels was then bilaterally performed by two expert neurological sonographers through the transcranial US temporal window. Every subject underwent a brain MRI, using a 1.5 Tesla scanner (Siemens Magnetom Avanto, Erlangen, Germany), with a maximum gradient strength of 33 mT/m and a slew rate of 125 mT/m/ms, using standard 12-channels matrix head coil. The following pulse sequences were acquired for all subjects: 1) scout T1 sequence: three sagittal slices, three coronal slices and one axial slice with low resolution (voxel size=2.2x1.1x6 mm 3 ). It was used for the positioning and orientation of the next sequence; 2) proton density (PD) turbo spin echo, with the following parameters: TR= 3270ms, TE=32 ms; echo train length=5; flip angle=150°, 50 interleaved, 1.6mm thick axial slices (0.49x0.49 mm inplane resolution) with a matrix size=256x256, interpolated to 512x512, and a FOV=250x250 mm. The acquisition time was about 7 minutes. Particular attention was carried out to cover all the brain and to include the examined subject's face, from the superior lip up to the superior limit of the cranium, inside the MRI acquisition field of view (FOV), in order to have in the acquired data all the possible reference points for the external markers acquisition procedure. For in vivo and in vitro tests, CT/MRI data in DICOM format were transferred to the US system through DVD media support. Real time fusion imaging between the two imaging modalities on the US system was made by an electromagnetic tracking system, consisting of a transmitter on a fixed position, a small receiver mounted on the US probe through a dedicated support and the MCS on the examined target (in this case, the subject's forehead). A twisting of the sensor cable and a blockage with plaster strips were made in order to maintain the MCS as steady as possible (see Image 1).
Image 1 MCS fixed to the examined subject's forehead.
The transmitter, whose position is considered the origin of the reference space system, corrected by the data coming from the MCS, was kept steady by a proper support, while the position and the orientation of the US probe in the created 3D space is provided by the receiver unit. The electromagnetic field source tip was oriented to point the target (the subject's head) in order to address the highest intensity of the created field on the US scanning area. The magnetic field produced by Virtual Navigator electromagnetic tracking system is strongest at the transmitter site and it fades with distance from the transmitter: the magnetic field is lower than the Earth's magnetic field at 78 cm (30.7 inches) from the transmitter, therefore the MCS movement freedom was possible within the 78 cm (30.7 inches) radius. A non-metallic table was used to reduce the interferences with the created electromagnetic field as much as possible.
A phased array probe (PA240, Esaote; Operating Bandwidth: 1 -4 MHz; B-Modes Frequencies: 2.0 -2.5 -3.3 MHz; Doppler Frequencies: 1.6 -2.0 -2.5 MHz) with a reusable tracking bracket (639-039, CIVCO Medical Solutions, Kalona, Iowa, USA) for the electromagnetic receiver support was used for the US scanning procedures, while a proper registration pen (equipped with the electromagnetic receiver unit) was used for the Virtual Navigator registration procedure. The MC re-synchronization precision obtained using the MCS was tested and measured in vitro using an abdominal multimodality imaging phantom (Model 071, CIRS -Computerized Imaging Reference Systems Inc., Norfolk, Virginia, USA). As far as we knew at the time of the execution of the tests, no specific multimodality (CT/MRI/US) head phantoms were available on the market.
The tests were performed matching US data with a CT imaging dataset of the phantom as second reference modality. The MC precision test was performed with the MCS attached on the front face (labeled "H") of the phantom. The CT scan of the phantom was performed using a HiSpeed CT (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S.A.), slice thickness = 5 mm (2.0x2.0 mm in-plane resolution).
Results
In vivo examinations were performed first synchronizing the US with the second modality imaging (MRI) by Virtual Navigator registration procedure, then performing the PWD 3D Pan acquisition starting from the left transcranial US temporal window of the subject and then from the right one (acquisition of 22 sec. on each side). In vivo tests without the second modality imaging dataset fusion were performed as well. Virtual Navigator registration procedure required for synchronization between US data and MRI volume dataset consists of two phases: first an anatomical marker registration, considering external subject's facial landmarks, then a subsequent fine tuning to refine the synchronization between the two imaging modalities using internal cerebral anatomical landmarks.
As to the first phase, the registration pen was used to point on the subject's face 8 anatomical landmarks, that were matched with the same points targeted on the MRI volume rendering on the US system: 4 points at the sides of the eyes, one point in the middle of the eyes, one point on the tip of the nose and two points on the sides of the nose. The precision of this first part of the registration procedure resulted in an average craniocaudal error of 0.5 cm (range 0-0.7 cm) and an average lateral shift of 0.1 cm (range 0-0.5 cm). The second phase was based on selecting internal cerebral anatomical landmarks visible both on the second imaging modality dataset (MRI) and during the US real-time scanning. The internal anatomical markers consisted of the midbrain, the middle cerebral artery and the circle of Willis, acquired through the US temporal bone window. A suitable video overlap between the two imaging modalities was a valuable tool for an immediate visual check of the registration precision level. Virtual Navigator 3D Pan tool had the possibility to perform three-dimensional US B-Mode and/or threedimensional CD/PWD acquisitions: in these tests only CD/PWD reconstruction algorithm was used. When fused, MRI volume dataset was used for the anatomical info, instead of the B-Mode 3D data, for its higher spatial and contrast resolution. The scanning velocity during Virtual Navigator 3D Pan acquisition didn't affect the reconstruction as in the conventional 2D Panoramic Imaging technologies, where the quality and the dimension -length -of the final merged image is related to the scanning velocity applied during the acquisition. Virtual Navigator electromagnetic track-ing technology enabled monodirectional scanning without paying attention to the velocity of transducer movement. The in vivo Virtual Navigator PWD 3D Pan acquisitions were performed by rotating the subject's head to the left or to the right according to the side where the US volume acquisition was performed. MC technology counteracted the subject's movements (after the initial registration procedure, if the second modality imaging was used) subtracting the MCS-referred spatial coordinate matrix to the one of the electromagnetic transmitter, enabling the MCS to become the reference spatial matrix of the system. Virtual Navigator PWD 3D Pan acquisitions were performed taking care to maintain an overlapping region between them and to limit as much as possible shadowing effect due to poor probe-tissue coupling with consequent reduction in image quality, in order to obtain high quality Doppler signals in all the examined volume. The merging of the two PWD 3D Pan acquisitions was obtained with a Virtual Navigator 3D Pan Algorithm option called "Preview Gluing": a fast gluing process which used the tracker data only, thus assuming a rigid geometry for the brain when protected by the skull. Virtual Navigator PWD 3D Pan technology automatically composed 3D PWD US volumes by using the spatial information provided by the electromagnetic sensor attached to the US probe (see Image 2) . Results could vary depending on the US temporal bone window of the examined subject, which directly affected the detected Doppler signal (see Image 3). The intracranial vessels detected, acquired and "volumetrically" reconstructed in the three examined subjects are shown in the following table (see Table 1 Table 1 Intracranial vessels insonated from the temporal US window in the three examined subjects.
Image 2 Virtual Navigator 3D Pan PWD bilateral volumes fused with the examined subject's PD MRI.
Image 3
Virtual Navigator 3D Pan PWD signals of the two middle and anterior cerebral arteries fused with the examined subject's PD MRI.
The MC precision test was performed with the abdominal multimodality imaging phantom, first positioned perpendicular with respect to the electromagnetic transmitter of the Virtual Navigator referring spatial system, then rotated 90° on the left side.
The tests were performed matching US data with a CT imaging dataset of the phantom as second reference modality. The abdominal multimodality phantom was used in a "customized" way, using the markers of the ribs-like and spine-like structures as external reference "anatomical" points to be pointed and then to be selected for the Virtual Navigation registration procedure. The MCS was fixed on the phantom by twisting the cable, in order to maintain the sensor as steady as possible, on the "simulated" front face (labeled "H").
As for in vivo tests, before starting the procedure, a check of the accuracy of the electromagnetic field was performed: the same point coordinates were measured twice by the registration pen in two different spatial orientations. An accuracy lower than 0.2 cm was considered acceptable. The external reference "anatomical" 8 points for the first registration phase were chosen, and then located by the operator on the CT volume rendering dataset, as shown in Image 4.
Image 4
Registration points on the multimodality phantom.
The synchronization with the same reference markers on the phantom surface in the electromagnetic field was performed physically by means of the registration pen with the electromagnetic sensor mounted. The registration procedure, as for in vivo tests, was considered successful if the root mean square error, between the reference markers selected manually with the registra-tion pen on the phantom and the set points in the CT volume rendering on the US system, was lower than 0,5 cm. After the registration procedure the two imaging modalities started to be fused together: manually scanning the phantom in real-time by US and navigating simultaneously within the CT volume simply moving the probe. The second step of the fine tuning synchronization process, reaching the best level of fusion between the two imaging modalities dataset (CT and US), was performed by pointing the internal "anatomical" targets present inside the phantom and comparing these structures imaged with the US with the same targets represented on the second imaging modality (CT). The final precision outcome was assessed on further acquisitions of specific US insonation planes: the starting one was a lateral US window of the phantom, when it was positioned perpendicular respecting to the electromagnetic transmitter of the Virtual Navigator referring spatial system. The results showed 1 mm shift related to an hyperechoic target 7 cm below the phantom's superior surface and 1mm shift related to another hyperechoic target 13 cm below the phantom's superior surface.
The phantom was then rotated 90° on the left, respecting to the Virtual Navigator electromagnetic reference system. The equal lateral US window of the phantom was imaged to repeat the measurements, finding, on the same reference hyperechoic structures, the same level of precision error, that is a lateral shift of 1mm for each target. The measure was then performed also insonating the upper US window of the phantom, reaching the same plane used for the registration procedure: the results of the lateral shift measurement for the same two hyperechoic structures was 1mm for the superior target and 2mm for the inferior one. This error introduced after the phantom movement, even if MCS remained perfectly attached to the phantom, could depend on the following reasons: 1 -mechanical error shift introduced by the coupling between the electromagnetic receiver and the transducer handle support; 2 -mechanical error shift introduced by the insertion of the electromagnetic transmitter to its support; 3 -distorted electromagnetic field generated by the Virtual Navigator reference system transmitter caused by possible metallic structures; 4 -slice thickness not infinitesimal for every tomographic imaging modality (both US and CT or MRI). This "introduced" error was macroscopically visible only during in vitro tests, while during in vivo tests Virtual Navigator registration procedure accepted 1 -2 mm error to start the fusion imaging between the two imaging modalities. The merging of the Virtual Navigator PWD 3D Pan data with the anatomical data provided by the MRI didn't show any appreciable fusion error, even after a subject's head movement.
The system accuracy check performed on the setup considered during those tests had a value of 1.4mm. which was considered acceptable.
Conclusion
Virtual Navigator 3D Pan technology showed to be a reliable and easy to use tool that fused 3D Pan US PWD hemodynamic data with detailed MRI anatomical information for the head district. It can be also used without any second imaging modality to provide panoramic and complete 3D PWD US view of the brain vessels.
While the interpretation of a 3D US Doppler signal alone had the possibility to be confusing, regarding the spatial disposition of the detected signal and its orientation within the space, its fusion with the MRI volume created a complete image dataset, easily recognizable and rich in information, due to the detailed anatomical data provided by the MRI and the hemodynamic information (at least the main intracranial vessels) provided by the US Doppler signal (PWD). MC technique successfully allowed both a reliable 3D Pan PWD acquisition and the re-synchronization of the two imaging modalities (US and MRI), in order to counteract subject's movements after the initial registration procedure. MCS technology corrected possible subject's movements for the examined subject's increased comfort and, at the same time, for the sonographer's comfort and easier US scanning.
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